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1. Introduction

DNA-based nanotechnology[1,2] and the 
DNA origami technique,[3–7] in particular, 
are rapidly approaching real-life bio-
medical applications.[8] However, many 
such applications still face challenges 
arising from the low stability of DNA 
nano structures in biological fluids.[9,10] 
The low-Mg2+ ion content and the pres-
ence of digestion enzymes can lead to the 
unraveling and structural breakdown of 
the DNA nanostructures, thus imposing 
a limit to their lifetime.[11] Therefore, 
measures have been taken to protect DNA 
nanostructures from their environment 
by encapsulation,[11–16] by transferring 
their structural information into other 
materials,[17–21] by chemical[22,23] or enzy-
matic ligation[24,25] of the staple strands, 
or by covalently cross-linking neighboring 
DNA domains.[26–29] However, environ-
mental stability is not unambiguous 

for all DNA nanostructures. Notably, the shapes and internal 
structural features have a major effect on how they tolerate, 
for instance, enzymatic digestion or different buffer condi-
tions.[30–39] Therefore, DNA origami design choices such as lat-
tice type, staple lengths, crossover location and spacing, twist 
correction, and so on all affect the structural and mechanical 
properties and thus the environment-dependent behavior of 
the nano structures.[25,37,39–46] This means DNA stability can be 
manipulated also by rational design, instead of solely by outer 
factors. For example, deliberate design can be used for addi-
tional benefit in devising tools like drug carriers with engi-
neered release profiles.[34]

Especially, the inter-helical crossovers that hold the DNA 
nanostructures together are integral in this capacity. It was 
recently shown by Chandrasekaran et al.[38] that an increased 
number of crossovers directly correlates with significantly 
increased nuclease resistance in linear, paranemic crossover 
(PX) DNA nanostructures. For more sophisticated structures 
such as DNA origami, it is known that the amount of staple 
crossovers affects their mechanical properties, with less densely 
populated DNA origami displaying more flexibility and local 
fluctuation.[44,47] This flexibility has been shown to play a pivotal 
role in how accessible the DNA origami are to endonucleases 

The internal design of DNA nanostructures defines how they behave in 
different environmental conditions, such as endonuclease-rich or low-
Mg2+ solutions. Notably, the inter-helical crossovers that form the core 
of such DNA objects have a major impact on their mechanical properties 
and stability. Importantly, crossover design can be used to optimize DNA 
nanostructures for target applications, especially when developing them for 
biomedical environments. To elucidate this, two otherwise identical DNA ori-
gami designs are presented that have a different number of staple crossovers 
between neighboring helices, spaced at 42- and 21- basepair (bp) intervals, 
respectively. The behavior of these structures is then compared in various 
buffer conditions, as well as when they are exposed to enzymatic digestion by 
DNase I. The results show that an increased number of crossovers signifi-
cantly improves the nuclease resistance of the DNA origami by making it less 
accessible to digestion enzymes but simultaneously lowers its stability under 
Mg2+-free conditions by reducing the malleability of the structures. Therefore, 
these results represent an important step toward rational, application-specific 
DNA nanostructure design.

Rising Stars

© 2022 The Authors. Small published by Wiley-VCH GmbH. This 
is an open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons 
Attribution-NonCommercial License, which permits use, distribution 
and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly 
cited and is not used for commercial purposes.
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and how the digestion of the structures progresses.[33] Further-
more, the routing and length of the employed staple strands 
that constitute the crossovers also contribute to how the struc-
tures fold and stay intact at elevated temperatures or in the 
presence of disruptive environmental factors.[24,43,48] Even so, 
while the effects of crossovers on the mechanical properties 
and environmental stability of DNA nanostructures have been 
investigated previously, there are no conclusive studies dealing 
with more complex DNA origami that systematically account 
for both.

Thus, in this work, we designed two otherwise identical 
six-helix bundle (6HB) DNA origami nanostructures in a hon-
eycomb lattice that exhibit crossover spacings (CS) (spacings 
between crossovers that link the same neighboring helices) 
of either 42 or 21 base pairs (bp) in order to investigate the 
effects that different CS have on their stability and mechan-
ical properties (Figure 1). Both 6HB designs were subjected 
to various buffer conditions and enzymatic digestion to com-
pare their biologically relevant environmental stabilities. In 
addition, molecular dynamics simulations were employed to 
model the physical characteristics of these two designs. Due 
to their different CS, the 6HBs behave differently in low-
Mg2+ environments and they are digested at different rates 
by DNase I. However, and importantly, denser crossovers do 
not universally result in better stability. There is, instead, a 
trade-off between flexibility and accessibility. We found that 
the 6HB with shorter crossover spacings is less accessible 
and thus more resistant to DNase I digestion, but it has poor 
stability under low-Mg2+ conditions. Meanwhile, the design 
with longer crossover spacings has increased flexibility and 
thus endures increases in electrostatic inter-helical repulsion 
notably better.

2. Results

2.1. 6HB Designs

The two 6HB DNA origami were created based on the original 
and widely used 6HB design of Bui et al.[49] Both the 42-bpCS 
and 21-bpCS structures consist of a total of 170 staples: 152 × 
42-nt long core staples, 9 × 49-nt long extended staples, and 
9 × 35-nt long shortened staples. Both designs have identical 
scaffold routing and permutation. 21-bpCS includes the same 
crossovers that repeat every 42  bp in 42-bpCS, yet it also fea-
tures an additional staple crossover between those, resulting in 
twice the number of crossovers and a spacing of 7 bp instead 
of 14  bp between any inter-helical crossovers (see Figure  1). 
Thus, the designs have identical outer dimensions, but pre-
sumably different mechanical properties, such as flexibility. 
The full designs (Figures S1–S4, Supporting Information) 
along with lists of all used staples sequences, folding optimiza-
tion (Figure S5, Supporting Information), and additional TEM 
images (Figures S6 and S7, Supporting Information) are shown 
in the Supporting Information.

The 18 staples that are not 42  nt long are designed to con-
form to the original structure by Bui et al. Thus, both structures 
feature three identical binding sites for modifications such as 
Au nanoparticles. These sites were formed by shifting the nicks 
between three pairs of staple strands (between their 3′ and 5′ 
ends) at three locations along one helix by 7 nt (one staple short-
ening and the other elongating by 7  nt, respectively), which 
results in three binding sites with three available modifica-
tion handles each (illustrated in Figures S2 and S4, Supporting 
Information). The longer 49-nt staples could then be extended 
out of the 6HBs at the 5′ end with a desired capture sequence 
if needed (a 20-nt sticky-end extension was used in the original 
work by Bui et al.). However, for this study, no such extensions 
were used for either design. To further comply with the 6HB 
layout by Bui et al., the helix ends of both designs also contain 
scaffold loops formed by 109 unpaired scaffold bases (3 × 24, 
2 × 8, and 1 × 9 nt loops). Finally, the 21-bpCS design has two 
core staples in a different motif to avoid an otherwise overlap-
ping staple and scaffold crossover (illustrated in Figure S4, Sup-
porting Information).

2.2. Molecular Dynamics Simulations of the 6HBs

We proceed by first characterizing the mechanical stability of 
21-bpCS and 42-bpCS 6HBs through molecular dynamics simu-
lations (see Experimental Section). Figure 2a,b shows the snap-
shots of equilibrated conformations for the two cases, along 
with zoom-ins with the staple crossovers highlighted in red 
to visualize the different crossover densities. Figure 2c depicts 
the distributions of the end-to-end distance (Ree), defined as 
the distance between two nucleotides on the opposite sides of 
the bundle along the longitudinal direction (seen in Figure 2a). 
The 42-bpCS design has both a lower average value and a larger 
spread, highlighting that the conformation bends more easily 
than the 21-bpCS one.

In Figure 2d, we present the average, over different sampled 
configurations, of the tangent–tangent correlation, 〈cosθ(l)〉, 
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Figure 1. The two six-helix bundle (6HB) designs used in this work. Top 
panel (left): 6HB with 42-base pair crossover spacings (42-bpCS) (42 bp 
between crossovers that link the same neighboring helices, which equals 
14 bp between any inter-helical crossovers). Top panel (right): 6HB with 
21-base pair crossover spacings (21-bpCS) (21 bp between crossovers that 
link the same neighboring helices, which equals 7 bp between any inter-
helical crossover). The inter-helical crossover positions are indicated with 
the color-coded planes. Bottom panel: Atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
images of the folded 6HB designs on a mica substrate and transmis-
sion electron microscopy (TEM) images (1 × 1 µm2). The scale bars are 
100 nm.
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where θ is the angle between tangent directions of any two seg-
ments along a 6HB contour separated by an arc length l. The 
measurement here is made using one of the six DNA center-
lines, obtained from a portion of the scaffold which crosses to 
the other centerlines only at the border of the bundle. A fit of 
the persistence length lp has been made using the relation[50]

l e
l

slpθ ( ) =
−

cos  (1)

where s is a surface parameter; s = 2 for the chains equilibrated 
on a surface (value used for experimental measurements) and 
s = 1 for the chains equilibrated in 3D (which is the case for sim-
ulations for a chain fluctuating in three dimensions). We meas-
ured the correlation using segment lengths of 50 bp in order to 
compute the tangent vectors. A segment length exceeding the 
crossover spacing was chosen to avoid local correlation effects 
due to local positioning of individual helices between crosso-
vers, although smaller segments still yield similar persistence 
lengths. According to the fits, the persistence length is slightly 
higher for 21-bpCS than for 42-bpCS (6558  nm for 21-bpCS 
vs 5322 nm for 42-bpCS). It was shown by Schiffels et al. that 
the persistence length of DNA helix bundles depends strongly 
on the inter-helical spacing, with larger spacings resulting in 
larger persistence lengths.[51] For our two designs, this should 
lead to the 42-bpCS design having a larger persistence length 
than 21-bpCS, which is obviously not the case. On the con-
trary, the MD simulations reveal that the persistence length 
of 42-bpCS is about 20% smaller than that of 21-bpCS. This is 
probably caused by the additional inter-helical bonds reducing 
the freedom of movement/fluctuation.

2.3. Stability in Low-Mg2+ Environments

To test the stability of the two different 6HB designs in 
various low-Mg2+ environments, we employed an estab-
lished buffer exchange protocol based on spin filtering.[32] 
After assembly in Mg2+-containing Tris-acetate-EDTA (TAE) 
buffer, the 6HBs were thus transferred into low-Mg2+ solu-
tions comprising TAE, Tris, H2O, and different phosphate-
based buffers. The residual Mg2+ concentration after buffer 
exchange was ≈10  µm.[32] The effect of different low-Mg2+ 
environments on the structural integrity of 6HBs was then 
assessed by atomic force microscopy (AFM) (see Figures S8–
S20, Supporting Information). To this end, the samples were 
mixed with the same Mg2+-containing TAE/MgCl2 buffer 
employed during DNA origami assembly and immediately 
afterward adsorbed on mica surfaces. The addition of Mg2+ 
ions was necessary to ensure the efficient immobilization of 
the negatively charged DNA structures on the like-charged 
mica surface.[32,52]

As can be seen in the resulting AFM images shown in 
Figure 3, the two designs behave rather differently in the dif-
ferent solutions. In low-Mg2+ TAE buffer, the presence of EDTA 
(1  mm) leads to the removal of residual Mg2+ ions from the 
DNA’s backbone phosphates, which is a determining factor for 
the structural integrity of the 6HBs. In addition, the presence 
of acetate ions (20 mm), which shows a remarkable propensity 
for ion pair formation with Mg2+,[53,54] may also contribute to 
the depletion of stabilizing Mg2+ ions at the DNA backbone. 
However, whereas the 42-bpCS design remains largely intact 
and exhibits only some partially molten regions along its axis, 
the 21-bpCS design is completely denatured so that only the 
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Figure 2. Molecular dynamics simulations of the two different 6HB designs. a,b) Snapshots of equilibrated conformations with zoomed-in sections. 
The crossovers between the same neighboring helices are highlighted in red. c) Distributions of end-to-end distances (Ree), defined as the distance 
between two nucleotides on the opposite sides of the bundle along the longitudinal direction. d) The tangent–tangent correlation, 〈cosθ(l)〉, as a func-
tion of the chain contour length, l. The fits give the persistence lengths lp according to Equation (1).
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mostly unhybridized scaffolds are visible in the corresponding 
AFM image in Figure 3.

In a 10 mm Tris buffer without EDTA and also in pure H2O, 
both 6HBs appear perfectly stable. In 10  mm Na2HPO4 and 
10  mm K2HPO4 (see Experimental Section and a previous 
publication for the detailed information of the employed 
buffers[32]), the scenario is similar to the case of TAE, that 
is, the 21-bpCS design is completely denatured, while the 
42-bpCS design exhibits a much higher stability. Even though 
some completely denatured 6HBs can be observed in the 
AFM images, the majority appear largely intact. The only vis-
ible effect of the phosphate buffers on the intact structures 
is their grainy appearance, which may indicate the onset of 
denaturation. Denaturation of DNA origami nanostructures 
in pure phosphate buffers is most likely the result of partially 
dissociated HPO4

2− ions in solution complexing the phos-
phate-bound Mg2+ ions at the DNA backbone, which reduces 
their ability to screen electrostatic repulsion between neigh-
boring double helices.[32] This effect can be compensated by 
addition of high concentrations of Na+ or K+ ions. As can be 
seen in the corresponding AFM images in Figure 3, structural 
integrity of both designs is indeed retained in the presence of 
200 mm NaCl or KCl.

The results presented in Figure  3 reveal that the crossover 
spacing has a strong effect on the structural stability in low-
Mg2+ environments. In particular, it is observed that in critical 
Mg2+-free buffers, the 42-bpCS design is more stable than 
21-bpCS, despite having fewer crossovers. This indicates that 
the driving force behind DNA origami denaturation under such 
conditions is indeed electrostatic repulsion between neigh-
boring double helices. DNA origami designs with a lower cross-
over density are mechanically less rigid and individual double 
helices have more flexibility. This enables them to respond to 
a moderate increase in electrostatic repulsion by structural and 
conformational adjustments instead of duplex unstacking and 
disintegration. Therefore, the strength of electrostatic inter-
strand repulsion between neighboring helices should also 
affect the overall mechanical properties of the 6HBs. To test 
this hypothesis, we next attempted to quantify the effect of the 
different low-Mg2+ environments, that do not result in notable 
DNA origami denaturation, on 6HB flexibility.

When analyzing the mechanical properties of the 6HBs 
under low-Mg2+ conditions, it is crucial that the overall Mg2+ 
concentration is not altered in any way, as this may lead to 
changes in the strength of electrostatic inter-strand repulsion 
and thus to alterations of the overall stiffness. This, therefore, 
prohibits the addition of Mg2+ ions to facilitate 6HB adsorp-
tion at the mica surface. Instead, we have modified the mica 
surface with a thin film of the polyamine spermidine, which 
enables DNA origami adsorption at mica even under essentially 
Mg2+-free conditions,[52] as can be seen in the AFM images in 
Figures S16–S20, Supporting Information. For all conditions 
chosen, the 6HBs are structurally intact and adsorbed at the 
spermidine-modified mica surface in more or less comparable 
density, even though sample-to-sample and image-to-image 
variations in surface coverage can be rather pronounced. Using 
such AFM images, we measured the persistence lengths lp of 
the 6HBs based on the tangent–tangent correlation using the 
software FiberApp[55] (see Experimental Section for further 
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Figure 3. AFM images (1.5 × 1.5 µm2, height scales 4 nm) of DNA origami 
6HBs with different crossover spacings. 6HBs were first transferred into 
different Mg2+-free solutions as indicated and subsequently adsorbed at 
mica surfaces by mixing with TAE/MgCl2 buffer.
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details and Figures S21–S25, Supporting Information for the 
corresponding fits). The results are shown in Figure 4.

In standard TAE/MgCl2 buffer, both 6HB designs have 
rather similar persistence lengths of about 490 to 550  nm. 
This is rather surprising, considering that the MD simulations 
yield persistence lengths of 6558 and 5322 nm for 21-bpCS and 
42-bpCS, respectively (see Figure  2d). At this point, it should 
be noted that there is some disagreement in the literature 
regarding the correct determination of persistence lengths 
from AFM images. There is a large body of works that meas-
ured the persistence lengths of semi-flexible biopolymers such 
as dsDNA,[56–59] protein filaments,[60–63] amyloid fibrils,[64–67] 
and DNA helix bundles[68–71] adsorbed at solid surfaces using 
s  = 2 as we did in this work. However, it was also argued for 
dsDNA and dsRNA adsorbed at poly-l-lysine-coated mica sur-
faces that the immobilized molecules are not equilibrated 
but kinetically trapped at the surface, resulting in a situation 
better described by s = 1.[72] It is not clear so far, whether this 
is also the case for the spermidine-coated mica surfaces used 
in our experiments. Using s = 1 instead of s = 2, however, will 
result in only a doubling of the obtained persistence lengths. 
While the resulting values between 1000 and 1100  nm would 
indeed be closer to the experimentally determined persistence 
lengths of other 6HB designs reported in the literature, which 
range from 1.9 to 3.3  µm,[51,70,73,74] they would still be much 
smaller than those obtained from the MD simulations in 
Figure 2. Closer inspection of the corresponding AFM images 
(Figures S16–S20, Supporting Information) may provide an 
explanation for this discrepancy. In particular, several of the 
adsorbed 6HBs exhibit pronounced bends and sharp kinks. 
This indicates the presence of defects and in particular strand 
breaks. Such defects may occur during sample handling such 
as pipetting, spin filtering, and so on, and in general result in a 
reduced persistence length.[68,73] On the other hand, the strong 
electrostatic interactions with the spermidine-modified mica 
surface during adsorption may also lead to the 6HBs assuming 
bent and kinked conformations that would not occur in bulk 
solution.[52] Even though any visibly damaged or broken 6HBs 
have been omitted in the analyses, bent and kinked 6HBs were 
included provided that the software could accurately fit their 

traces. Therefore, we assume that the experimentally deter-
mined persistence lengths are mostly governed by structural 
defects or non-native conformations, which provides an expla-
nation not only for the lower values compared to the MD sim-
ulations but also the observation that the 42-bpCS design has 
a slightly larger persistence length in TAE/MgCl2 buffer than 
21-bpCS.

Despite this strong influence of defects or non-native con-
formations, the persistence lengths of both 6HB designs show 
a remarkable dependence on the environmental conditions. As 
can be observed in Figure 4, lp drops to about 300 to 350 nm for 
both 6HBs when they are transferred into Mg2+-free Tris buffer. 
In pure H2O, the decrease is even stronger, resulting in lp 
values of only about 200 and 230 nm for 21-bpCS and 42-bpCS, 
respectively. This continuous decrease in lp from TAE/MgCl2 to 
Tris to H2O can be explained by the reduction of ionic strength. 
While TAE/MgCl2 has millimolar concentrations of Mg2+, Cl−, 
and acetate ions, ionic strength is already greatly reduced in 
10  mm Tris and almost negligible in pure H2O. In the latter 
case, we expect that electrostatic inter-strand repulsion is com-
pensated solely by residual Mg2+ ions bound to the backbone 
phosphates, whereas in Tris also protonated tris(hydroxymethyl)
aminomethane will contribute to the screening of electrostatic 
repulsion.

In the phosphate-based buffers that feature 200  mm con-
centrations of NaCl and KCl, respectively, lp is again closer to 
its original value for both 6HB designs. This is in line with 
the well-known fact that monovalent cations are about ten 
times less efficient in stabilizing DNA duplex structures than 
Mg2+.[32,75,76] However, the value of lp in general is a bit larger 
in NaCl- than in KCl-containing phosphate buffers. This can 
be attributed to the fact that K+ is again slightly less potent in 
stabilizing DNA than Na+, because it is predominantly binding 
to the nucleobases and not to the backbone phosphates.[32,77,78] 
Furthermore, in both phosphate-based buffers, we find that 
the 42-bpCS design has a larger persistence length than the 
21-bpCS design. To some extent, this may be related to the dif-
ferences in surface coverage between the two designs that are 
observed in these buffers (see Figures S19 and S20, Supporting 
Information). At higher surface coverage, intermolecular inter-
actions may result in the straightening of the adsorbing 6HBs. 
On the other hand, also the replacement of residual Mg2+ ions 
bound to the backbone phosphates by Na+ or K+ ions and the 
accompanying reduction of salt bridges between neighboring 
double helices may play a role in this context.

While the measured lp values of both 6HB designs reflect 
the overall trend of the ionic strength of the solvent, it is rather 
surprising that a higher ionic strength leads to a larger persis-
tence length. In general, the persistence length of DNA[79] and 
other polyelectrolytes[80] is found to decrease with increasing 
ionic strength of the solvent because screening of electrostatic 
interactions results in a behavior closer to that of an uncharged 
polymer and thus larger flexibility. However, there are also 
exceptions to this behavior. Collagen proteins, for instance, 
show a similar dependence as observed in the present experi-
ments, that is, their persistence length may increase with ionic 
strength.[81,82] While the origin of this behavior is not completely 
understood, it was suggested that the presence of certain co-
solutes may induce curvature along the collagen backbone.[82]

Small 2022, 18, 2107393

Figure 4. Persistence lengths lp of the two 6HBs designs in the different 
Mg2+-free solutions as determined from the AFM images shown in 
Figures S16–S20, Supporting Information. For each condition, between 
79 and 235 individual 6HBs have been evaluated. Error bars represent the 
errors of the fits (see Figures S21–S25, Supporting Information).
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For the 6HBs studied in the present work, however, there are 
additional factors to consider. Most importantly, a lower ionic 
strength will result in a weaker screening of electrostatic repul-
sion between neighboring double helices. Stronger inter-helical 
repulsion will most likely lead to an altered 6HB conformation 
characterized by a larger diameter and in particular a larger 
inter-helical spacing.[83] The latter should then result in a larger 
persistence length as shown by Schiffels et al.[51] This, however, 
is not in line with our observation as the smallest persistence 
lengths are obtained after transfer into pure H2O. On the other 
hand, a lower ionic strength also results in a reduction of the 
DNA melting temperature. When considering only a single 
duplex, this effect is rather small and will result in variations 
of only a few degrees over a wide range of ionic strengths.[76] 
The staples of a given DNA origami, however, have a rather 
broad distribution of melting temperatures[48] and are subject to 
mechanical strain resulting from the non-native conformation 
of the Holliday junctions that comprise the crossovers between 
neighboring helices.

A decrease in melting temperature at decreased ionic 
strength in combination with an increased inter-helical repul-
sion may therefore induce a partial melting of particularly 
susceptible staple strands. The resulting structural defects will 
then lead to a smaller persistence length. We thus believe that 
the combination of both effects, that is, reduced melting tem-
perature and increased electrostatic repulsion between neigh-
boring helices at low ionic strength, is responsible for the 
observed buffer dependence of the persistence length.

2.4. Resistance against DNase I Digestion

To investigate how the two designs interact with digestion 
enzymes, the structures were exposed to various concentrations 
of DNase I (0–200 KU mL−1) and digested for 15 and 150 min. 
After inactivating the DNase I with sodium dodecyl sulfate 
(SDS), the samples were analyzed by agarose gel electropho-
resis (AGE) (see Experimental Section). The results are shown 
in Figure 5.

Again, there is a drastic contrast between the two designs. 
According to the gel analysis, full digestion of the 21-bpCS in 

the same time frame as 42-bpCS requires approximately four 
times higher DNase I concentrations, or alternatively, ten times 
longer digestion times with the same DNase I concentration. 
The digestion takes longer for 21-bpCS than 42-bpCS as is evi-
dent from the gels (15 and 150 min) in Figure 5. The 21-bpCS 
digestion progress was also followed by TEM imaging samples 
in corresponding conditions (Figures S26–S28, Supporting 
Information).

The differences between the degradation profiles of the two 
6HBs are presumably related to the accessibility of the dsDNA 
to nucleases and the flexibility of the structures, as a similar 
superstructure-dependent effect has been observed in the 
enzymatic digestion of DNA origami with different shapes. 
For example, in the previous work by Ramakrishnan et  al.,[33] 
flexible DNA origami domains/segments were degraded much 
more readily by nucleases, essentially serving as initiation sites 
for the digestion process.

3. Conclusions

To conclude, we studied the effects that crossovers elicit on the 
mechanical properties and environmental behavior of DNA 
nanostructures by designing and then experimentally com-
paring two externally identical DNA origami 6HBs with different 
crossover spacings of 42 and 21  bp, respectively. The roughly 
twofold increase in crossover quantity in 21-bpCS resulted in a 
significant increase in nuclease digestion resistance, but also a 
decrease in tolerance against low-Mg2+ buffers. The increased 
number of crossovers likely makes the 6HBs less accessible 
to nucleases, but simultaneously causes the structures to lose 
malleability. Thus, the 6HBs are more easily denatured when 
ionic charge screening is reduced in low-Mg2+ environments. 
This type of superstructure-dependent behavior has been hinted 
at also in previous DNA origami digestion[33,34] and low-Mg2+ 
studies,[32,84] and is now systematically confirmed here.

The crossovers of DNA nanostructures have a considerable 
effect on how they behave in different environmental condi-
tions. When the crossover number is changed, there is inter-
play between dsDNA accessibility and the malleability of the 
structures, which allows tuning them either toward increased 
nuclease resistance or low-Mg2+ stability. Low-Mg2+ concentra-
tions are frequently required in vitro, for instance to facilitate 
efficient DNA origami mineralization[85] or actuation,[86] and 
rational crossover engineering may enable the tailoring of a 
given DNA origami shape toward its anticipated environment. 
Physiological conditions, however, usually exhibit both low-
Mg2+ and high nuclease concentrations,[31] so that crossover 
engineering may quickly reach its limits. Nevertheless, rational 
crossover designs may also prove beneficial here, especially 
when designing DNA origami-based drug carriers.[11,87] The 
drug loading capacity of DNA structures depends on the acces-
sibility of dsDNA to drug binding,[88,89] but simultaneously the 
stability of the superstructure is also affected: an accessible 
structure with high loading capacity will presumably be prone 
to nuclease digestion as well. Rational crossover engineering 
may thus allow for the synthesis of DNA origami-based drug 
delivery vehicles with tailored degradation and drug release 
profiles.[34]

Small 2022, 18, 2107393

Figure 5. DNase I digestion of 6HBs with different crossover spacings. 
The 21-bpCS design is digested significantly slower than the 42-bpCS 
structure. TEM images of the samples corresponding to lanes 3,4, and 
5 in the bottom right gel are shown in Figures S26–S28, Supporting 
Information.
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Finally, optimization of crossover density and arrangement 
is an independent strategy at the design stage that can be com-
bined with various post-assembly stabilization strategies in 
order to compensate for specific weaknesses of the former. We 
thus expect crossover engineering to become a value tool for 
tailoring DNA origami stability in vitro and in vivo.

4. Experimental Section
DNA Origami Design and Folding: The original 6HB design (42-

bpCS) by Bui et al.[49] was first recreated in caDNAno.[90] The structure 
employed the 7249-nt long M13mp18 scaffold, and the scaffold 
permutation was selected to yield the exact same staple sequences used 
in the original work by Bui et al. The 21-bpCS variant with its increased 
number of crossovers was then created by using the same scaffold 
routing and modifying the staple structure of the 42-bpCS design as 
described in Section 2. Preliminary validation and structural simulation 
was performed with CanDo[5,47] for both designs.

The DNA origami were folded by mixing a 10× molar excess of each 
staple strand with the scaffold in salt supplemented folding buffer (FOB; 
≈200  nm of staples and 20  nm of scaffold in 1× TAE with 10–12.5  mm 
MgCl2) and annealing the mixture according to the following thermal 
ramp: 1) heating the mixture to 90 °C, 2) cooling from 90 to 70 °C 
at a rate of −1.50 °C min−1, 3) cooling from 70 to 60 °C at a rate of 
−0.75 °C min−1, and 4) cooling from 60 to 27 °C at a rate of −0.05 °C 
min−1. After folding, the DNA origami were purified either using spin 
filtering (see AFM Sample Preparation, Buffers, Imaging, and Analysis) 
or poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) precipitation[91] (see DNase I Digestion). 
The purified structures were examined with AGE and TEM. Additional 
figures and further details on folding optimization, folding validation, 
and structural validation are included in Figures S5–S7, Supporting 
Information.

Simulation Details: The two structures were simulated using molecular 
dynamics simulations, and in particular the DNA was modeled using 
the coarse-grained model oxDNA2.[92,93] The first step consisted of 
converting the caDNAno structure into the oxDNA 3D representation 
using the tacoxDNA package.[94] The configurations were first relaxed 
using the reported protocol[94] and simulated afterward using the 
LAMMPS implementation,[95] setting the temperature T  = 300 K and 
monovalent salt concentration to 1 m. Electrolytes were accounted 
implicitly through the Debye–Hückel model for screened electrostatics. 
The systems were evolved for about 4 × 105 simulation time units, and 
about 3000 configurations were sampled.

AFM Sample Preparation, Buffers, Imaging, and Analysis: The DNA 
origami 6HBs were assembled, purified, and the FOB (1× TAE with 
10  mm MgCl2, pH ≈8.5) exchanged by spin filtering using Amicon 
Ultra filters (Merck) with 100  kDa molecular weight cut-off (MWCO) 
as previously described.[32] The buffers used were 1× TAE (40  mm Tris, 
20  mm acetic acid, 1  mm EDTA, pH ≈ 8.5), 10  mm Tris (pH ≈8.9), 
10 mm Na2HPO4 (pH ≈ 8.0), 10 mm Na2HPO4 with 200 mm NaCl (pH ≈ 
8.5), 10 mm K2HPO4 (pH ≈ 8.5), and 10 mm K2HPO4 with 200 mm KCl 
(pH ≈ 8.9). For further details of buffer preparation, see Kielar et al.[32] 
Note that no influence on DNA origami stability had been observed for 
pH 8–9.[32]

After purification and buffer exchange, the DNA origami concentration 
was determined using an Implen Nanophotometer P 330 and diluted to 
1 nm, after which the sample was immediately immobilized on a mica 
substrate. For immobilization on non-modified mica (Figure  3), the 
samples were diluted with 1× TAE buffer supplemented with 10  mm 
MgCl2 and incubated on freshly cleaved mica surfaces for 1 min. Then, 
the mica substrate was rinsed with HPLC-grade water (VWR) and blow-
dried in a stream of ultrapure air.

For immobilization on spermidine-modified mica (Figure  4), the 
samples were diluted in the respective Mg2+-free solutions. A 5 mg mL−1 
spermidine aqueous solution (Alfa Aesar) was dropped onto a freshly 

cleaved mica surface and incubated for 5 min. Then, the mica substrate 
was rinsed with HPLC-grade water to remove excess spermidine. 
Subsequently, the diluted DNA origami solution was deposited onto the 
spermidine-coated mica surface. After incubation for 5  min, the mica 
substrate was rinsed with HPLC-grade water and blow-dried in a stream 
of ultrapure air.

AFM imaging was performed in air using a Bruker Dimension Icon 
AFM in ScanAsyst mode with ScanAsyst-Air cantilevers (Bruker) and 
an Agilent 5500 AFM in intermittent contact mode with HQ:NSC18/Al 
BS cantilevers (MikroMasch), respectively. Images were recorded with 
a scan size of 3 × 3 µm2 and a resolution of 1024 px × 1024 px (see 
Figures S8–S20, Supporting Information for representative AFM images 
of all samples).

The persistence lengths of the DNA origami 6HBs immobilized on 
spermidine-coated mica surfaces were determined using the software 
FiberApp.[55] To this end, the recorded AFM images were flattened in 
Gwyddion[96] and exported as .tiff files. The .tiff files were opened in 
FiberApp and the individual 6HBs were manually selected and traced. 
Care was taken to select only 6HBs that did not have direct contact with 
neighboring 6HBs in order to avoid any influence of intermolecular 
interactions. The persistence lengths were then determined for all 
selected 6HBs in all AFM images recorded for each condition using 
the tangent–tangent correlation (also called bond correlation) method 
(see Figures S21–S25, Supporting Information for the plotted values 
and fits).

DNase I Digestion: For studying the DNase I digestion of DNA origami 
6HBs, both types of folded DNA origami structures were first purified 
of excess staple oligonucleotides using PEG precipitation.[91] The folded 
DNA origami structures were diluted to a 5 nm concentration with FOB 
and mixed in a 1:1 ratio with PEG precipitation buffer (1× TAE, 15% w/v 
PEG 8000, 505 mm NaCl). The mixture was centrifuged at 14 000 × g for 
30 min at room temperature (RT), the supernatant was discarded, and 
the DNA origami pellet was resuspended in the original volume of FOB 
by incubating the sample overnight at RT.

The DNA origami concentration after purification was determined 
using a BioTek Eon microplate reader and a Take3 micro-volume plate, 
and the samples were diluted to 4.5  nm with FOB. 2  µL of DNase 
I solution (Sigma-Aldrich; 0.2–1.6 KU µL−1 in Milli-Q water) was 
mixed with 16  µL of the 4.5  nm 6HB solution to yield a DNA origami 
concentration of 4 nm and a DNase I concentration of 25–200 KU mL−1 
in 0.89 × TAE and 11.1  mm MgCl2. A control sample with 0 KU mL−1 
DNase I was prepared by adding 2  µL of Milli-Q water to the sample. 
After letting the digestion proceed for either 15 or 150  min at RT, the 
digestion was stopped by inactivating the DNase I by an addition of 2 µL 
of 1.0% SDS to a final 0.1% SDS concentration.

The digestion outcome was then analyzed with AGE. A 2% agarose 
gel was prepared in 1× TAE containing 11  mm MgCl2, and stained 
with ethidium bromide (0.46  µg mL−1 final concentration). To load the 
digested DNA origami samples on the gel, each 20  µL sample was 
mixed with 4 µL of 40% sucrose. The gel was run for 45 min at 90 V on 
an ice bath in a running buffer containing 1× TAE and 11 mm MgCl2, and 
imaged after the run under ultraviolet light using a Bio-Rad ChemiDoc 
MP Imaging System.

Statistical Analysis: For each persistence length value shown in 
Figure  4, between 79 and 235 individual 6HBs from up to ten AFM 
images recorded at different positions on the surfaces of two identically 
treated samples were analyzed using the software FiberApp.[55] For 
each buffer condition, the plotted lp value was obtained from the fit to 
the 〈cosθ(l)〉 data with the error bar indicating the error of the fit. All 
〈cosθ(l)〉 data, fits, fit results, and corresponding R2 values are shown in 
Figures S21–S25, Supporting Information.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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